
WATERCOLOR II   - Presented by Troy Weidenheimer
Second in a 3-part series for beginners.

During the first portion of this session we’ll be hands-on, exploring some essential watercolor painting skills. Traditional transpar-
ent watercolor painting is unlike working in acrylic or oil because we don’t lighten colors by adding opaque white paint.  Instead,
pigments are lightened by diluting them with water, either mixed in on the palette, or by pre-wetting the brush before picking up
pigment, or by pre-wetting a target area on your paper and then painting in pure pigment. Managing light and dark values and
controlling the flow of paint across your paper are are among the techniques we’ll practice in this session..

Later in this workshop we’ll discuss selecting brushes, pigments palette and papers, and offer tips on setting up your “studio” so
you can work most efficiently.  And you’ll find a variety of pro- grade watercolor papers and brushes, and types of palettes set out
on tables for you to try out and evaluate.

                                        -----------------------------------------------------
What to bring to  “Watercolor II” 

NOTE: I encourage you to only bring along only the minimal materials I suggest below, rather than your usual gear. This may be your
chance for a fresh start, focusing on building skills with just a couple brushes and one or two pigments, without the distraction of jars
of brushes and added complexity of working with a full palette of colors. .

BRUSHES
You’ll only need one or two brushes for the exercises in this session.

You can read about and buy the brush (above) at: https://www.blueheronarts.com/soft-stiff-hair-combination-brush-with-thicker-core-
p-199.html    “Under $10 and it will likely last your lifetime. You might already have something similar on hand. This hair on this partic-
ular brush is 1 1/4 inches long and 3/8 inch at the ferrule.

If you prefer, you may bring a favorite Western style sable,  or ox hair or nylon filament round brush - anything from about a size 8 to
14. But it must form a sharp point when wet. (Natural hair usually holds more paint and water than nylon.)

PAINTS
Only two watercolor pigments are needed in this class.  Bring  Ivory Black (or Lamp Black) .  And some red ochre, a natural earth
color. Red ochre watercolor paint is usually labeled as Venetian Red,  or Indian Red,  or Light Red (a Winsor Newton color) These
reds are softer and more natural looking than reds such as Cadmium Red or Winsor Red.  This black and earth red will be important
pigments in your full palette painting later.

1.  A 1/2  to 1 inch flat watercolor/acrylic brush. This brush should have fine
hair and form a thin “chisel” edge when wet. Either natural hair or nylon fi-
bers. Most experienced watercolor painters consider this among their three
or four most important brushes because it’s capable of laying smooth
washes of color, and painting wide or very thin lines.

2.  An Asian-style, “Sumi” round bamboo brush. Or a similar size
10 or 12 Western-style brush. The Sumi brushes hold lots of paint
and are amazingly versatile, allowing you to lay down anything
from large washes to the most delicate lines. I have found an ex-
cellent bamboo brush for about $6 at Blue Heron Arts, an online
Asian art supplies store. It’s called a “combination” brush, because
it combines a stiff inner bristle core and soft outer hairs that hold
more moisture. It is easier to control than Asian brushes made only
of soft white sheep or goat hair.

https://www.blueheronarts.com/soft-stiff-hair-combination-brush-with-thicker-core-p-199.html
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Watercolor is so much more forgiving using non-staining pigments like the two above. If you’re unsure about your pigments,  please
test them to be sure they do not dry permanent like acrylics.  Make a few test marks on scrap paper. When dry, try to  “erase” the
marks with a wet brush. Real Ivory Black and Venetian Red are  natural, non-staining pigments. They both will  dissolve with water
when dry.  Avoid stick or bottled Sumi ink because, like India ink, it dries permanently on the page. Which means you can’t erase mis-
takes or  lighten areas  by “lifting” or washing  pigment off the page.

PAPER
Bring a few sheets of  90 lb or heavier Watercolor Paper. The less expensive watercolor pads from companies like Canson or Daler
Rowney are fine.  You may also experiment with acrylic paper. I most often use  the Canson XL Acrylic and Oil paper (Walmart) for
both my watercolor and oil painting, because makes it so easy to  lighten or erase watercolor from this paper. However,  painting
graded washes on it. is a bit more challenging than when using paper specifically labeled for watercolor.
No need for paper sheets larger than about 8x10” in this workshop.

PAPER SUPPORT BOARD AND TAPE
Bring some 1 inch masking tape and a support to tape your paper down to,  so it stays flat while painting. .
A simple plastic or masonite, 9x12”  school or office clip-board is fine. Just cut your paper to fit. 

PALETTE
Choice of palette material is critical to your success.. Again, watercolor you create lighter shades by diluting your pigment with water
on the palette, you judge the darkness of your mixture by how well you see the underlying  palette surface.  So, don’t use  foam or
plastic picnic plates because their oily surfaces  cause paint to “bead up” into small dark pools you can’t see through.  Which makes
mixing precise values almost impossible.

 If you choose a commercial plastic watercolor palette you may need to roughen it with fine sand paper or steel wool before the first
use, to make it less slick. Just remember plastic stains easily.

A white ceramic plate or even white ceramic tiles (Lowes or Home Depot) make fine palettes.  Or consider picking up  inexpensive
porcelain palette with wells and slanted mixing areas. It lets you  premix pools of different colors, which is much more efficient than
having to remix the same colors over and over. .

Here’s a good one for $5.19 from Jerry’s Artarama

----------------------------------------------------
Please email me, rakun@rakun.com, with any questions about this beginning watercolor workshop..

 Troy Weidenheimer     Lake Monticello

WATER CONTAINER and Sponge or hand Towel

Any large glass or plastic container will do. Just choose something that is hard to knock over. Also
bring a small towel or sponge  to put by your water container to dry your brushes on. Water is
available in our workshop room at the library.
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